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INTRODUCTION

Motivation: In the era of cloud computing, the paramount importance of
preserving privacy in deep learning systems becomes evident as users in-
creasingly upload sensitive data, exposing them to risks of unauthorized
access. This underscores the urgent need for frameworks that can provide
visually perturbed images in such a way that attackers cannot recover them
yet still retain optimal task performance.

To address this need, we propose a framework that adheres to a secure
pipeline while maintaining the same performance on a selected task

CONCLUSIONS
• A comprehensive framework was proposed to ensure com-

plete privacy for any task using CNNs.

• Demonstrated that increased privacy does not necessarily
mean a trade-off in performance or more complex models

• Pretrained neural networks on non-private images can also be
used effectively on private images.
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PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Proposed framework for private images. The camera captures an image, which is then passed through a custom analog-to-digital converter
to apply a transformation. The resulting measurement is a private image that is an input to the flexible feature learning module which is
initialized with pre-trained weights. This module generates underlying features that can be used in any task.

OFFSET GENERATION
Offset generation from a key K ∈ Zh×w

+ . The key stores the true
pixel positions, while the offset ∆p ∈ Rh′×w′×(2∗n∗n) holds the dis-
tance to the true position from the kernel sampling
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